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Qiancheng Zhang,1,3,4,5 Chan Gu,6,8 Fei Gao,1,3,4,5,8 Hongmei Wang,1,3,4,5,8 Lin Zhang,2,6,* and

Fan Guo1,3,4,5,9,*

SUMMARY

Obesity is known to affect female reproduction, as evidenced by obese patients
suffering from subfertility and abnormal oogenesis. However, the underlying
mechanisms by which obesity impairs folliculogenesis are poorly documented.
Here, we performed comprehensive single-cell transcriptome analysis in both reg-
ular diet (RD) and obese mouse models to systematically uncover how obesity af-
fects ovarian follicle cells and their interactions. We found an increased proportion
of Inhbb highly expressed granulosa cells (GCs) among all the GC subpopulations in
obese mice. Under obese conditions, excessive androgen secreted from endocrine
theca cells (ETCs)may contribute to the imbalanced changeofGCsubtypes through
ETCs-GCs interactions. This is alleviated by enzalutamide, an androgen receptor
antagonist. We also identified and confirmed typical GC markers, such as Marcks
andPrkar2b, for sensitive evaluation of female fertility in obesity. These data repre-
sent a resource for studying transcriptional networks and cell-cell interactions dur-
ing folliculogenesis under physiological and pathological conditions.

INTRODUCTION

Folliculogenesis is a well-orchestrated process in which the growth of the ovary follicle accompanies and sup-

ports oogenetic development. Thematurationof the oocyte requires and relies on the synchronousproliferation

and differentiation of surrounding somatic cells. In the earliest stage, the primordial follicle comprises a primor-

dial oocyte anda single layerofpregranulosacells (Coticchioet al., 2015; Li andAlbertini, 2013).As theprimordial

follicle becomes a primary follicle and continues to grow, theca cells are recruited and flattened granulosa cells

(GCs) become cube-shaped (Richards et al., 2018). The theca cells are divided into two layers which emerge

around the timeof birth (Honda et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2015). Theouter layer functions inmaintaining the structure

of the follicle (theca externa), and the endocrine theca cells (ETCs) located at the inner layer express enzymes

involved in steroidogenesis, including androgen biosynthesis (Richards et al., 2018; Young and McNeilly,

2010). During folliculogenesis, endocrine theca interna cells first respond to gonadotropin LH surge from pitui-

tary to produce androgen, and Cyp17a1, which is expressed in endocrine theca interna cells, is the rate-limiting

enzyme responsible for androgen production. Further, in response to FSH, soluble androgen then diffuses and

transfers across the basement transmembrane to GCs where they can be further aromatized to estrogen.

Androgen functions inGCsbybinding toandrogen receptor (Nr3c4), a nuclear receptorbelonging to the steroid

receptor family (Meinsohnet al., 2019). So, theca cells are the androgenproducerswhile granulosa are the site of

aromataseactivity; thiswell-knownsteroidogenesispathway in theovarywas coinedas the ‘‘two-cell, two-gonad-

otropin theory’’ (Coticchio et al., 2015; Erickson et al., 1985; Richards et al., 2018). These previous studies showed

an intimate interactionbetween theca cells andGCswhich corporately governs folliculogenesis. After the forma-

tion of antral follicles, GCs can be further divided into two populations–mural granulosa cells (MGCs) and antral

granulosa cells (AGCs), the latter of whichwill be excretedwith the oocyte after follicle rupture.During thewhole

process, the oocyte produces TGF-b family proteins, such as Gdf9 and Bmp15, to regulate both granulosa cell

functions and theca cell development (Li and Albertini, 2013; Monsivais et al., 2017). Therefore, the synchronous

development of oocytes and surrounding somatic cells is important for both oogenesis and folliculogenesis.

Obesity is the most common health issue worldwide, and the adverse effects of overweight and obesity on

female fertility have attracted broad attention (Hart, 2016; Poston et al., 2016). Previous studies have re-

vealed that obese women, especially polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) patients, are at a higher risk of
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ovulatory dysfunction (Helm et al., 2009; Jain et al., 2007; Santoro et al., 2004), reduced fecundity (Gesink

Law et al., 2007; Ramlau-Hansen et al., 2007; van der Steeg et al., 2008; Wise et al., 2010), and poorer out-

comes after in vitro fertilization (Marquard et al., 2011; Sermondade et al., 2019; Shah et al., 2011). The im-

pacts of obesity on female reproduction are complicated and multifactorial and include, for example,

disrupted meiotic spindle formation, dysfunction of mitochondrial dynamics, cellular impairment caused

by excess free fatty acids, altered levels of leptin, and compromised embryo development (Broughton

and Moley, 2017). However, despite the serious clinical impacts of obesity, molecular insights into its influ-

ences on folliculogenesis await elucidation.

Several classic mouse models have been established for exploring the consequences of obesity in vivo, for

instance, the genetically leptin-deficient mice and the leptin-receptor loss-of-function mice (Drel et al.,

2006; Kobayashi et al., 2000; Loos and Yeo, 2021). These two strains of mice both manifest increased

body weights soon after birth compared with wild-type and regular diet (RD)-fed mice (Latham et al.,

2009; Li et al., 2020). In addition, endometrial epithelial cytolipid vacuoles increasingly accumulate in these

two mutant mice (Garris, 2004). High-fat diet (HFD)-fed mice are genetically normal but show leptin resis-

tance, and HFD-fed mice also serve as a model of obesity commonly used in research (Chen et al., 2016;

Morinaga et al., 2021; Ringel et al., 2020). Occasional studies have tried to reveal the correlation between

obesity and impaired function in the ovary by using mouse models (Hohos et al., 2018; Skaznik-Wikiel et al.,

2016). However, the molecular alterations in the follicles, which are the basic functional units of the ovary,

under obese conditions are still unclear. With the advances in single-cell RNA-seq technology, we can

begin to examine the changes in molecular networks and cell-cell interactions within ovarian follicles at sin-

gle-cell resolution and at the multicellular level in the context of obesity.

In this study, we performed single-cell RNA sequencing of mouse ovarian follicles from RD andHFDmice to

uncover obesity-induced effects on murine folliculogenesis. Two genetic obese models, Lep KO and Lepr

KO mice, were also included in attempts to identify consistent alterations and mechanisms under obese

conditions. We found that obesity would affect genes expression in ETCs, associating with enhanced

androgen biosynthesis. Furthermore, hyper androgen contributed to the imbalanced change of GCs sub-

types in obese mice. We further identified typical biomarkers and explored the role of androgen receptor

antagonist on ETCs-GCs communications in HFD mice. Besides uncovering a regulation of obesity on fol-

liculogenesis, the present investigation could also suggest a promising potential therapeutic approach for

alleviating obesity-induced dysfunction in female reproduction.

RESULTS

Single-cell transcriptome profiling of mouse ovarian follicle cells from regular diet and obese

mice

To characterize cell populations and compare the gene expressionwithin ovarian follicles under normal and

obesity conditions, we performed single-cell RNA sequencing of mouse follicles from RD and three obese

mousemodels.We first used twowidely corroborated geneticmodels, leptin knockout (Lep KO) and leptin-

receptor knockout (Lepr KO) mice (Figure S1A). Due to leptin deficiency in Lep KO mice or leptin receptor

loss-of-function in Lepr KO mice, these two mouse lines developed severe hyperphagia and spontaneous

obesity, accompanying the resultingmetabolic disorders including insulin-resistance and impaired glucose

homeostasis (Chen et al., 2021; Jia et al., 2020; Pan et al., 2021; Tao et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2021a, 2021b).

We also used high-fat diet feeding to obtain HFD mice (Figure S1B). The body weight of each HFD mouse

and RDmouse wasmeasured, and the average weight of HFDmice was 1.9-fold higher than that of RDmice

(Figure S1C). We collected both growing and mature follicles from RD and obese mice for single-cell RNA

sequencing (Figure 1A). The ovaries from 3- to 4-week-old female mice were enriched with secondary folli-

cles, while secondary and antral follicles were enriched in ovaries from 7- to 8-week-old females. Because

HFD females were generated by continuous treatment under a high-fat diet for over 16 weeks (Figure S1B),

23- to 24-week-old RDmice were used as controls for HFD femalemice.Moreover, we collectedMII oocytes

and surrounding cumulus cells fromboth RDandobesemice (Figure 1A) after the injection of pregnantmare

serum gonadotropin (PMSG) and human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG). In total, 13,666 single cells,

including oocytes and somatic cells, were obtained and analyzed in this study (Figure 1A).

We first analyzed 9,032 single cells from growing follicles, including RD and obese mice (Figures 1B and

S1D). After stringent quality control (QC) filtering, a total of 6,471 single cells with an average of 118,474

detected unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) and an average of 3,977 detected genes in each cell were
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Figure 1. Cell populations in the ovarian follicles of wild-type and obese mice

(A) Schematic representation of themouse ovarian follicle single-cell RNA-seq workflow and the downstream analysis (top). The number of sequenced single

cells for RD (regular diet), Lep KO, Lepr KO and HFD (high-fat diet) mice are shown as stacked bars (bottom).

(B) UMAP (Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection) embedding visualization for 6,471 single cells from mouse ovarian follicles showing five major cell

populations, including growing oocytes (GOs), granulosa cells (GCs), theca/stroma cells (TCs), endocrine theca cells (ETCs) and apoptotic-like cells (ALCs).

(C) Heatmap depicting DEGs among all identified cell populations derived from natural logarithm-scaled normalized counts based on the single-cell RNA-

seq data. Gene expression levels were averaged and scaled.

(D) Violin plots showing expression levels of representative genes that were explicitly expressed in the indicated cell population.

(E) UMAP embedding visualization of cells in (B). Cells are color coded by expression levels of Dppa3, Cnmd, Dcn, Cyp11a1 or Krt18, respectively.

(F) Dot plot depicting the average expression levels of Lhcgr, Stc1, Cyp17a1, Fdx1, Cyp11a1, Gsta2, Acsbg1 in ETCs, TCs, GCs, and GOs, respectively.

Averaged expression levels were derived from natural logarithm-scaled normalized counts based on the single-cell RNA-seq data. The percentage of cells

expressing each gene is indicated by the size of the dot, and only cells with an expression level of greater than 1 for the indicated gene were counted.

(G) Immunofluorescence staining for Lhcgr or Stc1 in ovarian tissues from RD mice. Tissues were counterstained with Ddx4 and DAPI.

See also Table S1.
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retained for the subsequent analysis. By using the Seurat algorithm as previously published (Hafemeister

and Satija, 2019; Stuart et al., 2019), these single cells were assigned to four major cell clusters based on

the enriched expression of well-known markers (Figure 1B), including growing oocytes (Dpp3a+ and

Gdf9+ cluster, GOs), granulosa cells (Cnmd+ and Hsd17b1+ cluster, GCs), theca/stroma cells (Dcn+ and

Mdk+ cluster, TCs), and endocrine theca cells (Lhcgr+ and Cyp11a1+ cluster, ETCs) (Fan et al., 2019; Ku

et al., 2016; Wagner et al., 2020). Of interest, there was a rare population of apoptotic-like cells (Krt18+

and Apoc1+ cluster, ALCs) (Gaytan et al., 2018; Ku et al., 2016), which were most enriched in Lep KO

mice (Figures S1G and S2A). To exclude potential batch effects from sequencing, single cells from different

sequencing batches and sample sources were analyzed in each cell cluster, and no obvious sequencing

batch effect was observed (Figures S1E and S1F). We next calculated the number of detected genes

and UMIs in each cell cluster (Figures S1H and S1I). Because we spiked single-cell lysates with External

RNA Controls Consortium (ERCC) mix before reverse transcription (Grun et al., 2014; Risso et al., 2014),

the transcript abundance for each cell could also be inferred (Figure S1J). The predicted expression of

Lep and Lepr in the RD, Lep KO, Lepr KO and HFD mice was also confirmed at single-cell resolution (Fig-

ures S1K and S1L). As expected, there was no Lep detected in follicular cells and deficient Lepr expression

in growing oocytes in Lepr KOmice (Figures S1K and S1L). These results together indicated that high-qual-

ity single-cell transcriptome data from mouse follicular cells were obtained in this study.

Major cell populations of mouse ovarian follicular cells from RD, Lep KO, Lepr KO and HFD

mice

Because genes that are specifically expressed in somatic cells within mouse ovarian follicles have been less

studied than those in oocytes, we next compared the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) among each

cell cluster (Figures 1C–1E and Table S1). ETCs had much lower cell numbers than GCs and TCs, and little

is known about their gene expression profile. Previous studies have identified that the major function of

ETCs is the synthesis of androgen, which is then transported into GCs to synthesize estrogen (Richards

et al., 2018; Young and McNeilly, 2010). Several marker genes for ETCs have been documented, such as

Cyp11a1, Cyp17a1, and Lhcgr (Richards et al., 2018; Young and McNeilly, 2010); these were also confirmed

in this study (Figures 1D–1F and Table S1). Furthermore, we uncovered other ETC markers that were not

previously validated, such as Fdx1, Stc1, and Acsbg1 (Figure 1F and Table S1). The results of immunofluo-

rescence staining against Lhcgr and Stc1 confirmed our data as well (Figure 1G).

Gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis was then performed based on the DEGs in each cell cluster (Fig-

ure S2B). For the growing oocytes, the DEGs were involved in chromosome segregation and meiotic cell

cycle processes, as expected (Figure S2B). GCs and ETCs are known to function in steroid biosynthesis,

and their DEGs are associated with the generation of precursor metabolites and energy, hormone meta-

bolic processes, and steroid biosynthetic processes (Figure S2B). For theca/stroma cells, DEGs were

related to the positive regulation of cell adhesion and extracellular structure organization (Figure S2B),

which reflected the supportive function of those cells.

Comparison of gene expression in granulosa cells between RD and different models of

obesity revealed common dysregulated genes in obesity

GCs are known to be pivotal in ovarian folliculogenesis, and several studies have reported that obesity may

be associated with the alteration of gene expression in GCs (Hamm et al., 2004; Jin et al., 2020; Robker

et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2019). However, transcriptome status of GCs from different obese mouse models

at single-cell resolution has not yet been studied. We thus analyzed dysregulated genes in GCs between

RD and three obese mouse models (Figure S2A). Twenty-two genes were commonly upregulated in Lep

KO, Lepr KO, and HFD mice (Figures 2A, 2B, and S2C; Table S2), while 26 genes were commonly downre-

gulated (Figures S3A and S3B; Table S2). Surprisingly, some of these commonly upregulated genes in

obese GCs were genes known to be highly expressed in the preovulatory follicle stage, such as Inhbb,

Stmn1, and Hsd3b1 (Figures 2B and S2C) (Dou et al., 2016; Elvin et al., 1999; Garcia-Rudaz et al., 2011).

Interestingly, we also uncovered genes upregulated in obese GCs, such as Marcks, Prkar2b, and Cald1,

that had not previously been documented in GC maturation (Figures 2B and S2C). Because Inhbb,

Stmn1, and Hsd3b1 have been reported to be involved in metabolic homeostasis and steroidogenesis

in ovarian follicles and are highly expressed in large antral follicles (Dou et al., 2016; Elvin et al., 1999; Gar-

cia-Rudaz et al., 2011), the upregulation of these genes in obese GC population implied a dysregulation in

GC differentiation and steroidogenesis.
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Figure 2. Alternations in subgroup composition of ovarian GCs from the obese mice

(A) Venn diagram showing the up-regulated genes in GCs overlapping between Lep KO, Lepr KO, and HFD mice compared with RD mice.

(B) Boxplots showing expression levels of Inhbb, Prkar2b and Marcks in GCs from RD, Lep KO, Lepr KO and HFD mice, respectively. The asterisks above

indicate statistical significance. *p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001, ****p % 0.0001 (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

(C) Dot plot depicting the average expression levels of 22 up-regulated genes identified in Figure 2A in Inhbb+ GCs.

(D) Pseudotime trajectory of granulosa cells in Figure 1B. Trajectory was inferred by Monocle 2. Cells are color coded by State inferred in the pseudotime

analysis.

(E) Bar plot showing the percentage of GCs in State 3 from RD and the obese mice, respectively. The Chi-squared test was performed.

(F) Heatmap depicting genes with pseudotemporal expression patterns in GCs from RD and the obese mice, which were identified using Monocle2. Gene

expression levels were scaled using Monocle2.

(G) Heatmap depicting representative pathways enriched in GCs from different states based on the results of GSVA (gene set variation analysis). Enrichment

scores are scaled and color coded. Group and State for GCs are as indicated.

See also Tables S2 and S4.
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To determine whether the gene expression differences we observed were due to changes of sub-type het-

erogeneity within the population of GCs, we performed a separate clustering for all the GCs. We classified

all GCs (Figure 1B) into four subpopulations, including Ldhb high-expression GCs (Ldhb+ GCs), Htra1+

GCs, Cdkn1b+ GCs and Inhbb+ GCs (Figures S2D–S2G; Table S3). The Ldhb+ GCs highly expressed

Ldhb, suggesting they were mainly from preantral follicles as previously reported (Anastacio et al.,

2017). Genes involved in steroidogenesis were enriched in both Htra1+ GCs and Inhbb+ GCs, while Inhba,

Inhbb, and Fst were with higher expression levels in the Inhbb+ GCs. Consistent with previous reports,

Inhbb+ GCs were more mature and were mainly detected in large antral follicles (Wigglesworth et al.,

2015), and the Htra1+ GCs could be from small antral follicles (Fenwick et al., 2011). As previously reported,

we observed higher expression levels of Gsk3b, Cdkn1b, and Sdc4 in Cdkn1b+ GCs (Figure S2F), inferring

that Cdkn1b+ GCs could be from the atretic follicles (Ishiguro et al., 1999; Rajareddy et al., 2007; Wang

et al., 2010). The composition of subpopulations we identified in granulosa cells from different mouse

models was further examined. The Cdkn1b+ GCs accounted for the lowest proportions among all subpop-

ulations and were most enriched in Lep KOmice (Figure S2E), which was consistent with the previous study

(Serke et al., 2012). Interestingly, Inhbb+GCs highly expressedMarcks, Prkar2b, andCald1 (Figures S2F and

S2G; Table S3) and showed higher proportions in obesemice (Figure S2E), which would contribute to those

commonly up-regulated genes expression in all GCs from obese mice. The proportion of Inhbb+ GCs was

significantly increased in obese mice; however, representative genes expression levels were similar be-

tween RD and obese mice (Figure 2C). These results suggested that elevated proportion of Inhbb+ GCs

in obese mice led gene expression changes as represented in Figure 2A.

The Inhbb+GCs exhibited more advanced differentiation status and were enriched in obese

mice

To further validate whether those marked genes identified in Inhbb+ GCs were highly expressed in large

antral follicles from RD mice, we first analyzed the single-cell transcriptome data of GCs from the preovu-

latory follicles of RD mice (Figures S3C and S3D). We found that 20 out of 22 (91%) commonly upregulated

genes in obese GCs were indeed highly expressed in mature GCs from RDmice (Figure S3D). We next con-

structed pseudotime trajectories to investigate and compare the differentiation status of GCs in RD and

obese mice (Figures 2D, S3E, and S3F). The results of the pseudotime trajectory indicated that cells in State

3 were more advanced in their differentiation status based on the estimated pseudotime (Figures S3E–

S3G). Interestingly, the proportion of GCs in State 3 was also significantly increased in obese mice (Figures

2D and 2E). Besides, Inhbb,Marcks, Prkar2b, and Cald1 were highly expressed in GCs from State 3 (Figures

2F and S3H). Interestingly, GCs in State 2 were highly expressed with Cdkn1b and were most enriched in

Lep KO mice (Figures 2D and S3H), indicating that GCs from atretic follicles would be hampered in prolif-

eration and differentiation. These results suggested that the Inhbb+ GCs were more advanced in differen-

tiation status among all the GCs.

As controls, GCs from around 10-day-old RD mice whose ovaries were mainly constituted by small second-

ary follicles and GCs from preovulatory follicles of RD mice were also included (Figures S3G and S3I). GCs

from preovulatory follicles of RD mice were mostly assigned to State 3, while most of these GCs from

around 10-day-old RD mice were assigned to State 1 (Figures S3G and S3I). In addition, genes with similar

pseudotemporal expression patterns were identified (Figures 2F, S3H, and Table S4), such as Inhbb,

Prkar2b, and Marcks, which provided potential biomarkers for examining obese-induced alternations in

gene expressions in GCs. We further investigated metabolic signaling pathways and processes involved

in the differentiation and functions of GCs. Consistently, the activity of these pathways and processes

were increasingly enhanced along the pseudotime and were highest in State 3, implying differences in

the subtype of GCs among these states (Figure 2G). Besides, we examined correlations in GCs from State

1 and State 3, which showed high correlations among GCs within the same state (Figure S3J). These results

indicated that although the proportion of Inhbb+ GCs increased in obese mice, their gene expressions

were still similar to those from RD mice.

We then validated several genes as biomarkers for obese GCs by using qPCR (Figure 3A), such as Prkar2b,

Marcks, and Cald1. Consistent with our single-cell RNA-seq results, these genes were more highly ex-

pressed in obese GCs (Figure 3A). Furthermore, we performed immunofluorescence staining for Prkar2b

and Marcks to examine their protein signal in situ. Both Prkar2b and Marcks could be readily detected in

mature GCs of large antral follicles from RD and obese mice (Figures 3B, S4A, and S4B). These two proteins

could only be detected in the GCs of small secondary follicles from obesemice but not RDmice (Figure 3B).
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Thus, GCs in small growing follicles from obese mice were more advanced in differentiation status, as indi-

cated by the elevated expression levels of Prkar2b, Marcks and Cald1.

Excessive androgen stimulation in endocrine theca cells may contribute to the dysregulation

of granulosa cell differentiation in obese mice

GCs and ETCs, which are responsible for ovarian steroidogenesis, play important roles in follicle growth

by communicating with each other and coordinating with oocytes (Coticchio et al., 2015). Because the

Figure 3. Prkar2b and Marcks were two representative markers for indicating the imbalance of GCs composition in obese mice

(A) qPCR assay of GCs isolated from RD or HFDmouse growing follicles for representative up-regulated genes identified in Figure 2A. Expression levels were

normalized to Rps24. Two technical duplicates were performed in individual qPCR experiments, and the representative result of three independent

biological replicates is shown. Error bars indicate the mean G SEM.

(B) Immunofluorescence staining for Prkar2b andMarcks in ovarian tissues from RD and HFDmice. Tissues were counterstained with DAPI and Gdf9 or Ddx4.

(C) Boxplots showing expression levels ofCyp17a1 for ETCs, and Ar for GCs, in RD and the obese mice. *p% 0.05, **p% 0.01, ***p% 0.001, ****p% 0.0001,

n.s. denotes not significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

(D) Trend lines showing relative expression levels for Ar in two branches, State 1–2 and State 1–3, identified by using Monocle2.

(E) Boxplots showing expression levels of Ar for Ldhb+ GCs, Htra1+ GCs, and Inhbb+ GCs, in RD and the obese mice. *p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001,

****p % 0.0001, n.s. denotes not significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
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advanced differentiation of GCs in obese mice would give rise to enhanced ovarian steroidogenesis ac-

tivity (Figure 2G), we next examined expression levels of genes involved in ovarian steroidogenesis in

ETCs (Figures S4C and S4D). We found that 17a-hydroxylase-17,20-lyase (Cyp17a1), which converts

both pregnenolone and progesterone to androstenedione (Figure S4D), was upregulated in ETCs from

obese mice (Figures 3C, S4C, and S4D), implying dysfunction of ovarian steroidogenesis. Interestingly,

androgen receptor (Ar), which is located in GCs and delivers androgen to synthesize estrogen (Fig-

ure S4D), was also consistently upregulated in GCs from obese mice (Figure 3C). Moreover, we found

Ar had a pseudotemporal expression pattern in GCs and was most highly expressed in Inhbb+ GCs (Fig-

ures 3D and 3E). These results implied that the enhanced androgen biosynthesis in ETCs may promote the

differentiation of GCs in obese mice, which resulted in changes of sub-type heterogeneity within the GC

population.

Because testosterone (T, an aromatizable androgen) and dihydrotestosterone (DHT, a nonaromatizable

androgen) are more potent than other circulating androgens and DHT has greater affinity than other an-

drogens for the androgen receptor (Burger, 2002; Gao et al., 2005), we isolated immature GCs in small sec-

ondary follicles from around 10-day-old RD mice and treated them with T or DHT (Figure 4A). Meanwhile,

enzalutamide, an antagonist of the androgen receptor, was used in combination with T or DHT as a control

(Figure 4A). The treated and untreated GCs were collected, and expression levels of Inhbb, Prkar2b, and

Marcks were quantified by using qPCR (Figure 4B). The expression levels of these three genes were signif-

icantly increased in the T- and DHT-treated groups compared with the untreated groups (Figure 4B). More

importantly, the activation of these genes by T or DHT was markedly compromised after the addition of

enzalutamide (Figure 4B). We further performed immunofluorescence staining against Prkar2b or Marcks

for validation at the protein level (Figures 4C and 4D). The signals of both Prkar2b and Marcks were

much more readily detectable after the treatment with DHT in GCs (Figures 4C and 4D). These results sug-

gested that excessive androgen production in ETCs may contribute to the dysregulated differentiation of

GCs in obese mice.

Altered cell-cell interactions between increased proportion of Inhbb+GCs and growing

oocytes in obese mice

Dysfunction in GCs usually affects oogenesis; thus, we investigated the alterations in gene expression in

growing oocytes under obesity. Among the calculated DEGs, there were 14 commonly up- and 64 down-

regulated genes in obese mice compared with RD ones (Figures 5A and 5B and Table S5). Several down-

regulated genes have been implicated in mitochondrial oxidative metabolism, such as Arid5b and Mtfr2

(Figures 5A and 5B). Although obesity decreased the number of ovulated oocytes, mature MII oocytes

could still be obtained (Figure 5C).

We next explored whether the altered transcriptional network in obese mice was partially contributed

by abnormal communication between oocytes and their surrounding GCs. Since we identified three ma-

jor subpopulations in GCs including the increased Inhbb+ GCs in obese mice (Figure S2E), cell-cell in-

teractions were measured between growing oocytes and Inhbb+ GCs (Figure 5D). Several classic inter-

actions were steady across RD and obese mice, such as Notch1-Jag1, Bmpr1b/Bmpr2-Bmp15, Jag1-

Notch2 and Gdf9-Tgfr/Bmpr2 (Figure 5D) (Chang et al., 2016; Juengel and McNatty, 2005; Vanorny

and Mayo, 2017). However, several interacting pairs were altered between the GOs and GCs, such

as Fgfr1-Fgf9 and Wnt7a-Fzd5 (Figure 5D) (Assou et al., 2006; Boyer et al., 2010), suggesting that the

abnormal cell-cell interactions in obese mice may compromise oogenesis and alter gene expression

in oocytes.

We next performed single-cell RNA sequencing to examine whether the altered genes expression would

persist to the MII oocyte stage (Figures 5E, S5A–S5F, and Table S6). Oocyte-cumulus complexes in RD and

obesemice were harvested and sequenced (Figure 5E). The previously identified DEGs between obese and

RD mice in growing oocytes were further investigated in MII oocytes, and similar expression patterns were

observed indicating that the altered gene expression observed in growing oocytes could persist until the

MII oocyte stage (Figures 5F and 5G). To uncover obesity-induced alterations in TF regulons, transcrip-

tional regulatory analysis was performed using SCENIC (Figures S5G and S5H). These results were com-

bined with the single-cell RNA expression data to further construct differential transcriptional regulatory

networks for the MII oocytes and cumulus cells (Figures 5H and 5I). For MII oocytes, factors that are known

to be involved in the cellular response to stress and DNA repair, such as Hmgb2, were downregulated in
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Figure 4. Androgens induced expression of Prkar2b and Marcks in vitro in granulosa cells isolated from RD mice

(A) Schematic representation of the androgen stimulation experiments on GCs isolated from 12- to 14-day-old RD mice.

DHT, dihydrotestosterone; T, testosterone.

(B) qPCR assay of GCs under different treatments for Inhbb, Marcks, and Prkar2b. Expression levels were normalized to

Rps24. Two technical duplicates were performed in individual qPCR experiments. Error bars indicate the mean G SEM.

*p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001, ****p % 0.0001, n.s. denotes not significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

(C and D) Immunofluorescence staining for Prkar2b (C) and Marcks (D) in cultured GCs with T or DHT treatment. Tissues

were counterstained with DAPI. Scale bars are as indicated. Density plot shows immunofluorescence signal intensity in

cells for Prkar2b (C) and Marcks (D) under different treatments. The signal intensity was measured with Zeiss ZEN. The

mean signal intensity of specific antibody staining is indicated as a dashed line. *p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001,

****p % 0.0001 and n.s. denotes not significant. *p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001, ****p % 0.0001, n.s. denotes not

significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).
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Figure 5. Interactions between oocytes and granulosa cells in RD and obese mice

(A) Venn diagram showing the up-regulated (left) and down-regulated (right) genes in growing oocytes overlapping between Lep KO, Lepr KO, and HFD

mice compared with RD mice.

(B) Boxplots showing expression levels of representative up-regulated genes (Crnkl1, Arid5b, Erich5) and down-regulated genes (Defa29,March11,Mtfr2) in

growing oocytes in the obesemice compared with RDmice. *p% 0.05, **p% 0.01, ***p% 0.001, ****p% 0.0001, n.s. denotes not significant (Wilcoxon rank-

sum test).
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obese mice (Figure 5I). However, the specific functions of these downregulated regulons in oocytes remain

to be explored.

Blocking excessive androgen with an androgen receptor inhibitor alleviated the phenotype

of granulosa cells in obese mice

Because enhanced activity in androgen synthesis from obese ETCs may affect the differentiation of the sur-

rounding GCs, as indicated by the in vitro experiment (Figure 4), we asked whether blocking the androgen-

estrogen conversion in follicles would delay the marker gene expression in obese GCs. We injected enza-

lutamide (ENZA) into HFD mice for 14 successive days, followed by single-cell RNA-seq for granulosa cells

and immunofluorescence staining of ovarian tissues (Figure 6A). We isolated single cells and randomly

picked them for sequencing. After quality control, we combined all granulosa cells and performed pseu-

dotime analysis to compare the differentiation status in GCs from HFD and ENZA-HFD mice (Figures 6B

and 6C). Surprisingly, the number of GCs in State 3 was decreased in ENZA-HFD mice (Figures 6B and

6C), suggesting that there were fewer mature GCs after the administration of enzalutamide. We also exam-

ined genes with temporal expression patterns along the pseudotime among RD, HFD and ENZA-HFDmice

(Figures S6A and S6B) and observed relatively consistent expression patterns in these genes, such as Inhbb,

Prkar2b and Marcks.

Moreover, we validated expression levels of Marcks and Prkar2b in ovarian tissues from HFD mice by

immunofluorescence staining. As controls, RD mice were also included (Figures 6D and S6B). Importantly,

the enzalutamide-treated HFD mice exhibited a similar expression pattern of these genes in their GCs as

compared to RD ones (Figures 6D and S6B). Prkar2b and Marcks were detectable in large antral follicles

from both RD and HFD mice (Figures 6D and S6B). However, in small secondary follicles that have only

two or three layers of GCs around the oocyte, signals for Prkar2b and Marcks could be detected only

in the vehicle-treated HFD mice but not in the RD and ENZA-HFD mice (Figures 6D and S6B), suggesting

that blocking the androgen-estrogen axis would alleviate the abnormal differentiation of GCs in HFD

mice.

We further explored the effects of enzalutamide’s administration in HFD mice. As previously mentioned,

Cyp17a1 is a rate-limiting enzyme in androgen biosynthesis. We first examined the expression level of

Cyp17a1 in situ in theca cells (Figures 7A, 7B, S7A, and S7B). We observed increased intensity of

Cyp17a1 in theca cells from obese mice; however, Cyp17a1 intensity would not decrease in ENZA-HFD

mice (Figures 7A, 7B, S7A, and S7B). We further examined distribution of androgen DHT in situ by using

immunofluorescence staining (Figures 7C, 7D, S7C, and S7D). Specifically, synthesized in theca interna

cells, the locally produced androgen diffuses and transfers across the basement transmembrane to gran-

ulosa cells, thus operating in a paracrine manner to orchestrate ovary growth and function. As expected,

different from the scene that enzyme Cyp17a1 can be detected specifically within theca interna, DHT hor-

mones are present in several ovarian cell types throughout the follicle (Figure 7C). The signal intensity of

DHT was significantly increased in obese mice; however, the intensity of DHT was not decreased after

the administration of enzalutamide in HFD mice (Figures 7C, 7D, S7C, and S7D). These results suggested

that the enzalutamide functioned in blocking interactions between androgen and its receptor, but not in

decreasing androgen levels in ovary microenvironment to alleviate the defects of granulosa cells in HFD

mice (Figure 7E).

Figure 5. Continued

(C) Boxplot showing the number of ovulated oocytes in Lep KO (n = 12), Lepr KO (n = 10), and HFD (n = 5) mice is compromised compared with that of RD

mice (n = 8). *p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001, ****p % 0.0001, n.s. denotes not significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

(D) Dot plot depicting representative ligand-receptor interactions between GOs and GCs. Interaction strength was measured using log2-scaled means of

the average expression level of the ligand in the indicated cell type and receptor in the other cell type. The p values (permutation test) are color coded.

(E) Stacked bar plot showing the number of sequenced single cells in RD, Lep KO, Lepr KO, and HFD mice, grouped by MII oocytes and somatic cells.

(F) Heatmap showing the gene expression patterns in MII oocytes for 78 DEGs identified in Figure 5A.

(G) Boxplots showing expression levels of representative up-regulated genes (Ppfibp2, Crnkl1, Tox3) and down-regulated genes (Gsto2,Dctn5,Mtfr2) in MII

oocytes in the obese mice compared with RD mice. *p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001, ****p % 0.0001, n.s. denotes not significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum

test).

(H and I) Regulatory network of up- (H) and down-regulated (I) regulons in MII oocytes and cumulus cells in obese mice compared with RD mice. Regulons

overlapping with DEGs identified in single-cell RNA-seq data (obese mice versus RD mice) are highlighted. The line size indicates the weight of the target

regulon.

See also Table S5.
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Figure 6. Androgen receptor antagonist treatment alleviated the imbalances of the sub-type composition in GCs

from obese mice

(A) Schematic representation of the androgen receptor antagonist treatment in vivo experiments on HFD mice.
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To summarize, these results suggested a feedback response to obesity involving interactions between

theca cells and granulosa cells, in which excessive secretion of androgen by theca cells consequently

contribute to the defects in differentiation of granulosa cells, represented as the increased subpopulation

of Inhbb+ GCs which highly expressed typical markers such as Marcks and Prkar2b (Figure 7E). More impor-

tantly, both in vitro and in vivo experiments showed that the androgen receptor antagonist (enzalutamide)

could alleviate the phenotype induced by obesity, thus providing a promising therapeutic approach for

recovering obesity-induced dysfunction in folliculogenesis (Figure 7E).

DISCUSSION

Here, we have presented the detailed single-cell transcriptome analysis of folliculogenesis in RD and three

obese mouse models (Figure 1). We obtained high-quality single-cell transcriptomic data and recovered

four major cell types in growing follicles: Growing oocytes (GOs), granulosa cells (GCs), theca/stroma cells

(TCs), and endocrine theca cells (ETCs) (Figure 1). Possibly due to the limited cell numbers, little is known

about the gene expression network of ETCs in ovarian follicles. In this study, we not only identified addi-

tional markers for ETCs but also revealed their potential roles in folliculogenesis under obesity. Further-

more, we systematically analyzed the altered network and regulons in oocytes under obesity and found

that the dysregulated gene expression accumulated in GOs would persist to the mature MII stage. There-

fore, obesity would impact female fertility in two ways: folliculogenesis, which led to compromised oogen-

esis in obese mice, and postfertilization development, which requires normal oocyte cytosol (Gosden and

Lee, 2010). Notably, the functions of the genes identified as downregulated in oocytes from obese mice

require further study.

Although several studies have observed altered gene expression in oocytes from obese mice, the molec-

ular changes in other cell types and their interactions remains to be elucidated (Han et al., 2017, 2018; Hou

et al., 2016; Marei et al., 2020). In this study, we uncovered the differences in ovarian follicle cells between

RD and obese mouse models. We defined DEGs for each cell cluster among different mouse models of

obesity and found that the genes upregulated in GCs common to all three models were affected by andro-

gens produced from ETCs. We also investigated obesity-induced alterations in TF regulons (Figures 5 and

S5). Several TFs involved in the cellular response to stress and DNA repair were dysregulated in oocytes

from obese mice. In addition, we found that several classic genes involved in cell-cell interactions were

consistent across RD and obese mice, such as Bmpr1b/Bmpr2-Bmp15 and Gdf9-Tgfr/Bmpr2 (Chang

et al., 2016; Myers et al., 2009; Richani and Gilchrist, 2018; Vanorny and Mayo, 2017). These results sug-

gested that obesity has profound impacts on both somatic cells and oocytes and influences oogenesis

through cell–cell interactions in ovarian follicles.

In this study, we examined the potential heterogeneity among GCs based on the subtype clustering or the

states inferred by the pseudotime analysis (Figures 2 and S2). Interestingly, the Ldhb+ GCs were in the early

differentiation status, whileCdkn1b+GCs were hampered in differentiation. One important issue is to iden-

tify biomarkers for the evaluation of female fertility in obesity. Markers from granulosa cells are most prom-

ising because GCs comprise the majority of cells in ovarian follicles and are easier to obtain than oocytes.

Nevertheless, possibly due to the heterogeneity in gene expression among GCs, we still lack candidate

molecular markers from GCs. We constructed pseudotime trajectories for GCs in RD and obese mice by

using Monocle and revealed that the Inhbb+ GCs were enriched in obese mice and exhibited more

advanced differentiation status. We identified and confirmed typical markers in GCs for sensitive evalua-

tion of female fertility in obesity, for example, Marcks and Prkar2b. These genes were undetectable in

the early-stage follicles from the RD mice but were highly expressed at both the RNA and protein levels

in small secondary follicles from the obesemice. More importantly, these genes were sensitive to androgen

stimulation and thus could be used as indicators to reflect abnormalities in folliculogenesis at a very early

stage.

Figure 6. Continued

(B) Pseudotime trajectory of granulosa cells from HFD and ENZA-HFD mice. Trajectory was inferred by Monocle 2. Cells

are color coded by State inferred in the pseudotime analysis.

(C) Bar plot showing percentage of cells in State 3 in HFD and ENZA-HFD mice, respectively. The Chi-squared test was

performed.

(D) Immunofluorescence staining for Prkar2b and Marcks in ovarian tissues from RD (Vehicle only), HFD (Vehicle only) and

ENZA-HFD mice. Tissues were counterstained with DAPI, and Ddx4 or Gdf9.
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Figure 7. Examination of Cyp17a1 and DHT levels in ovarian tissues from RD and HFD mice

(A–D) Immunofluorescence staining for Cyp17a1 (A) and DHT (C) in ovarian tissues from RD, HFD and ENZA-HFD mice.

Tissues were counterstained with DAPI. Density plot showing immunofluorescence signal intensity in cells for Cyp17a1 (B)
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Previous studies have reported that obese females, especially PCOS patients, show higher androgen levels

than healthy ones (Azziz et al., 2016; Escobar-Morreale et al., 2017; Pasquali, 2006). These patients who lose

weight could benefit from improved ovulation (Crosignani et al., 2003; Legro et al., 2013; Norman et al.,

2007). In addition, similar dysregulation of metabolic phenotype was also observed in a mouse model of

PCOS (van Houten et al., 2012). However, the mechanisms and consequences for this high androgen

phenotype remain to be explored at the molecular level. Interestingly, we found that Cyp17a1, among

all the known androgen synthesis genes, exhibited elevated expression in ETCs from obese mice. Previous

studies have confirmed that Cyp17a1 is a key factor in ovarian androgen production and that its overex-

pression leads to excess androgen synthesis (Richards et al., 2018). We also observed an elevation of signal

intensity of DHT in ovarian tissues from obese mice (Figures 7 and S7). Combined with the in vivo and

in vitro treatment with exogenous androgen and/or its receptor antagonist, we further revealed that excess

androgen could promote the differentiation of GCs. Notably, treatment with an androgen antagonist alle-

viated the GC phenotype in HFD mice, even though those mice were still fed a high-fat diet. In addition,

with single-cell RNA-seq of granulosa cells from HFD and ENZA-HFD mice, we observed that granulosa

cells from ENZA-HFD mice were decreased in number of Inhbb+ granulosa cells (Figures 6 and S6). These

results could provide a mechanistic insight into the elevated androgen levels observed in obese females

and serve as a potential approach for the treatment of obesity-induced fertility problem in females. How-

ever, the dosage and interval of androgen antagonist treatment still await optimization. Because Marcks

and Prkar2b in GCs could be used as sensitive markers for androgen stimulation, one could use these

markers to perform an in-depth evaluation of androgen antagonist treatment in the future.

In summary, we performed single-cell RNA-seq analysis of folliculogenesis in RD and obese mice,

providing a regulatory signaling by which obesity impacts murine folliculogenesis. Our high-quality sin-

gle-cell transcriptome data of ovarian follicle cells and subsequent analysis may be utilized to study folli-

culogenesis under physiological and pathological conditions in the future.

Limitations of the study

In the present study, detailed single-cell RNA-seq of ovarian follicles in mice suggests an intimate crosstalk

between ETCs and GCs, hierarchically mediating impacts of obesity on fertility. Pharmacological blockade

of androgen receptor in both in vivo and in vitro settings implies that excessive androgen is one major

cause of the obesity-induced defects during folliculogenesis. We have revealed the transcriptional changes

in mature oocytes of obese mice, and future work is needed to explore how the disproportioned GCs

would contribute to embryonic development via a transcription cascade. Further exploration could be clin-

ically relevant for fertility in women, whether androgen receptor antagonist could be used as an interven-

tion to treat obesity-associated reproductive disorders.
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and DHT (D). The signal intensity was measured with Zeiss ZEN. The mean signal intensity of specific antibody staining

is indicated as a dashed line. *p % 0.05, **p % 0.01, ***p % 0.001, ****p % 0.0001, n.s. denotes not significant

(Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

(E) Model of this study. The increase in Cyp17a1 level may induce excess androgen in growing follicles in HFD mice,

resulted in alterations in sub-type composition identified in GCs. However, the defects could be alleviated by using

androgen receptor antagonists.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit anti-LECT1 (Cnmd) Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# PA5-76974; RRID: AB_2720701

Rabbit anti-Cyp17a1 Abcam Cat# ab134910

Rabbit anti-DHT Mybiosource Cat# MBS2042442

Rabbit anti-Ddx4/Mvh Abcam Cat# ab13840; RRID: AB_443012

Rabbit anti-Gdf9 Abcam Cat# ab254323

Mouse anti-Stc1 Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat# sc-293435

Mouse anti-Lhcgr Novus Cat# NBP2-52504; RRID: AB_2783817

Mouse anti-Marcks Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat# sc-100777; RRID: AB_1125958

Mouse anti-Prkar2b Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat# sc-376778

Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) Highly Cross-Adsorbed

Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-11029; RRID: AB_2534088

Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Highly Cross-Adsorbed

Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 555

Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-21429; RRID: AB_2535850

Biological samples

Mouse ovarian tissue This study N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

M2 medium Sigma-Aldrich Cat# M7167

Penicillin-Streptomycin GIBCO Cat# 15140122

Collagenase, Type IV GIBCO Cat# 17104019

TrypLE Express Enzyme (13) GIBCO Cat# 12604039

PMSG, Pregnant Mare Serum Gonadotropin Solarbio Cat# P9970

hCG, Human Chorionic Gonadotrophin SANMA N/A

a-MEM GIBCO Cat# 12561056

FBS, Fetal Bovine Serum VisTech Cat# SE200-ES

Insulin-Transferrin-Selenium (ITS -G) (1003) GIBCO Cat# 41400045

Nucleosides (1003) Sigma-Aldrich Cat# ES-008-D

Paraformaldehyde Sigma-Aldrich Cat# P6148

Sucrose Sigma-Aldrich Cat# V900116

Recombinant RNase Inhibitor TaKaRa Cat# 2313B

KAPA HiFi HotStart ReadyMix Roche Cat# 7958935001

Ampure XP beads Beckman Coulter Cat# A63882

dNTP mix Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# R0192

Dynabeads M-280 Streptavidin Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 11206D

Tissue freezing medium (OCT medium) Leica Cat# 14020108926

Goat serum GIBCO Cat# 16210064

PrimeScript RT Master Mix (Perfect Real Time) TaKaRa Cat# RR036A

23 SYBR Green PCR Master Mix Bimake Cat# B21202

Dihydrotestosterone, DHT Solarbio Cat# ID0310

Enzalutamide (MDV3100) Selleckchem Cat# S1250

Testosterone Solarbio Cat# IT0110

PEG-400 KESHI Cat# 25322-68-22

(Continued on next page)
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by

Lead Contact, Fan Guo (guofan@ioz.ac.cn).

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Tween-80 Solarbio Cat# T8360

Triton X-100 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# T9284

ProLong Gold Antifade Mountant with DAPI Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# P36935

Critical commercial assays

Quick-RNA Microprep Kit Zymo Research Cat# R1051

DNA Clean & Concentrator-5 (Capped) Zymo Research Cat# D4014

NEBNext Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina New England Biolabs Cat# E764

Deposited data

Raw data files and processed data files for ovarian

single-cell RNA-seq

This study GEO: GSE142587

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: C57BL/6J Vital River N/A

Mouse: BKS-Leprem2Cd479/Gpt GemPharmatech Cat# T002407

Mouse: B6/JGpt-Lepem1Cd25/Gpt GemPharmatech Cat# T001461

Oligonucleotides

qPCR primers, see also Table S7 This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

ImageJ (version: 1.5.3.c) NIH https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/

ZEN Zeiss http://www.zeiss.com/microscopy/us/products/

microscope-software/zen.html/

Cutadapt (version: 2.3) Read the Docs https://cutadapt.readthedocs.io/en/stable/

STAR (version: 2.6.0a) Github https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR

HTSeq (version: 0.11.2) Read the Docs https://htseq.readthedocs.io/en/master/history.

html#version-0-11-2

Scater (version: 1.14.6) Bioconductor http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

scater.html

Seurat (version: 3.2.0) Satija Lab https://satijalab.org/seurat/

SCTransform (version: 0.2.1) Satija Lab https://satijalab.org/seurat/

clusterProfiler (version: 3.14.3) Bioconductor https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/

html/clusterProfiler.html

GSVA (version: 1.34.0) Bioconductor https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/

html/GSVA.html

Monocle 2 (version: 2.14.0) Bioconductor http://cole-trapnell-lab.github.io/monocle-release

CellPhoneDB (version: 2.14.0) Github https://github.com/Teichlab/cellphonedb

pySCENIC (version: 0.10.3) Van de Sande et al. (2020) https://pyscenic.readthedocs.io/en/latest

Cytoscape (version: 3.8.0) https://cytoscape.org https://cytoscape.org
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Data and code availability

d All raw sequencing data and processed data were deposited in the NCBI GEO database under the

accession number GSE142587. Accession numbers are listed in the Key resources table.

d This study did not generate any unique code or algorithm. The algorithm used for the analysis during this

study are all publicly available. All code supporting this study is available from the lead contact upon

reasonable request.

d Any additional resources are available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mice

The animal procedures were performed according to the ethical guidelines of the Laboratory Animal Cen-

ter of Institute of Zoology, CAS. RD (regular diet), Lep KO, Lepr KO and HFD (high-fat diet) female mice

were used in this study. The RD female mice (C57BL/6J) were fed with a regular diet, while the HFD female

mice (C57BL/6J) were generated by feeding 6- to 8-week-old mice with high-fat diet (Research Diets, Cat#

D12492) and persisted for at least 16 weeks. HFD female mice with weight above 40g were used for the

downstream experiments. The Lep KO and Lepr KO female mice were purchased from GemPharmatech

(Cat# T002407 and Cat# T001461).

To perform single-cell RNA-seq for ovarian follicles, 3- to 4-week-old and 7- to 8-week-old female were

sacrificed to collect secondary follicles and antral follicles in RD, Lep KO, and Lepr KO groups; and because

HFD mice used were 23- to 24-week-old, 23- to 24-week-old RD mice were also included as age-matched

control to HFD. To perform single-cell RNA-seq for pre-ovulatory granulosa cells and MII oocytes, 8- to 24-

week-old adult female were sacrificed in RD, Lep KO, Lepr KO, and HFD groups. To isolate granulosa cells

for in vitro culture, 10- to 14-day-old female were sacrificed.

METHOD DETAILS

Isolation of single cells from mouse follicles

Isolation of single cells from mouse follicles was performed as previously described (Gu et al., 2019). Fe-

male mice between 10 days and 24 weeks old were sacrificed. To obtain pre-ovulatory follicles, female

RD mice were sacrificed 48 hours after PMSG (Pregnant mare serum gonadotropin) injection. Ovaries

were dissected and transferred into M2 medium supplemented with 13 penicillin-streptomycin. Then,

the ovaries were treated with 1 mg/mL collagenase IV at 37�C for 20 minutes to release follicles. Follicles

were manually picked and collected with needles under a stereomicroscope. Then, the follicles were

treated with TrypLE Express enzyme at 37�C for 20 minutes. The dissociation solution was neutralized by

adding M2 medium. Individual oocytes or somatic cells were picked up under a stereomicroscope.

To obtain ovulatory follicles, female mice were injected with PMSG and hCG (human chorionic gonado-

tropin). MII oocytes and cumulus cell complexes were collected at 12 hours post hCG injection and treated

with hyaluronidase to release single MII oocytes and cumulus cells. The zona pellucida of MII oocytes was

removed with Tyrode’s solution before collection.

Construction of single-cell RNA-seq library

Single-cell RNA-seq libraries were constructed as previously described (Gu et al., 2019; Li et al., 2017; Yan

et al., 2021). Briefly, single cells weremanually picked up under a stereomicroscope and transferred into cell

lysis buffer. cDNA was synthesized, amplified, and fragmented. RNA-seq libraries were prepared by using

the NEBNext Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina as indicated in the instruction manual. The final RNA-

seq libraries were pooled together, quality checked and sequenced as 150-bp paired-end reads on an Il-

lumina HiSeq X-Ten instrument (Novogene Co.).

In vitro culture of mouse granulosa cells with or without androgen stimulation

Female C57BL/6J mice were sacrificed between 10 to 14 days of age, and GCs were harvested as described

above. After filtration to remove cell debris, cells were centrifuged and resuspended in 1 mL granulosa

cell culture medium (GC medium) containing: a-MEM supplemented with 5% FBS, 13 ITS liquid media

supplement, 13 nucleosides, 13 penicillin-streptomycin (Gu et al., 2019) for 3 hours and then starved in
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serum-free medium for 4 hours. To test responses of GCs to androgen stimulation, isolated GCs were

treated with 1 mM testosterone or 1 mM dihydrotestosterone for 24 hours before collection. For antago-

nizing experiments, 100 mM Enzalutamide was introduced to isolated GCs which were treated with either

1 mM testosterone or dihydrotestosterone for 24 hours followed by further analysis.

In vivo treatment of HFD mice with androgen-receptor antagonist

Female HFD mice were randomly picked and divided into two groups, including the control and ENZA-

treated group. The ENZA-treated group was injected intraperitoneally in the right lower abdomen area

with 0.5 mg of Enzalutamide formulated in 10% DMSO, 30% PEG 400, 5% Tween-80 and 55% physiological

saline, while the control group was injected with vehicle only. Mice were monitored and injected daily for

14 days. On the 15th day, mice were weighed and sacrificed, and the ovaries were obtained. One of the

ovaries in each mouse was used to obtain GCs as described above for single-cell RNA-seq, and the other

one was fixed for immunofluorescence staining.

Immunofluorescence staining of mouse ovarian tissue and somatic cells

Fresh mouse ovarian tissues were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde at 4�C overnight. Then, the tissues were

dehydrated in 20% sucrose solution and were embedded in OCT medium. The embedded tissues were

then sectioned into 8-10 mm sections using a cryostat microtome (Leica Co.). Isolated somatic cells from

mouse follicles were seeded to wells of a cell culture plate containing coverslips and cultured overnight

as described above. Then, the coverslips were rinsed twice with 13 DPBS and fixed in 4% paraformalde-

hyde for 20 minutes at room temperature.

These sections or coverslips were then rinsed with 13 DPBS and permeabilized in 0.2% Triton X-100 for

20 minutes at room temperature. After rinsing with 13 DPBS, samples were incubated for 30 minutes at

room temperature with blocking buffer containing: 1% goat serum, 3% BSA and 0.05% Tween-20 in 13

DPBS, followed by incubating with primary antibodies in blocking buffer at 4�C overnight. After washing

with wash buffer (13 DPBS with 0.05% Tween-20), samples were incubated with secondary antibodies in

blocking buffer for 1 hour at room temperature. Finally, samples were rinsed with wash buffer, mounted

in ProLongGold AntifadeMountant with DAPI, and then were examined and imaged under a confocal laser

scanning microscope (LSM880, Zeiss). For immunofluorescence staining of Cyp17a1 and DHT, the antigen

retrieval step was performed before permeabilization. Immunofluorescence signal intensities were

measured with either ImageJ software (v1.5.3c) or ZEN software (Zeiss), and at least three independent

samples were used for quantification. The signal intensity in each cell was normalized to the intensity of

DAPI. The number of measured cells were indicated in corresponding figures.

Total RNA isolation and quantitative real-time PCR

Total RNA was extracted from cultured GCs by using the Quick-RNA Microprep Kit. Reverse transcription

of total RNA to cDNA was performed by using PrimeScript RT master mix. The PCR assays were set up in

10 mL volumes consisting of 1 mL of cDNA, 0.2 mL each of forward and reverse 10 mM primers, 5 mL of 23

SYBR Green PCR Master Mix, 0.2 mL of 53 ROX reference dye 2 and 3.4 mL of nuclease-free water. qPCRs

were performed in duplicates using the 7500 Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Single-cell RNA-seq data preprocessing

For the processing of raw sequencing reads, the sequencing adapters, template switch oligo (TSO) and

poly(A) tail sequences were trimmed using Cutadapt (v2.3) (Martin, 2011). Clean reads were then aligned

to the mouse reference genome (Mus musculus, mm9) using STAR (v2.6.0a) (Dobin et al., 2013). Dedupli-

cation was further performed on uniquely mapped reads according to UMIs (unique molecular identifiers).

Finally, for each barcode observed, gene expression was quantified using HTSeq (v0.11.2) (Anders et al.,

2015). To remove low-quality cells, stringent quality control was performed using Scater (v1.14.6) (McCarthy

et al., 2017). For oocytes, cells with more than 10,000 detected UMIs and more than 3,000 detected genes

were retained for subsequent analysis. For somatic cells, cells were discarded if they did not reach the

following criteria: 1) cells with less than 10,000 detected UMIs; 2) cells with abnormally high percentages

of mitochondrial gene or ERCC spike-in sequences (value was higher than the median value plus 3

MADs within a specific batch); and 3) cells with abnormally high numbers of detected UMIs or genes (value

was higher than the median value plus 3 MADs within a specific batch).
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Identifying cell populations in single-cell RNA-seq data

The Seurat R package (v3.2.0) and SCTransform (v0.2.1) R package were used for the downstream analysis

of single-cell RNA-seq data (Hafemeister and Satija, 2019; Stuart et al., 2019). Briefly, the expression matrix

was processed using SCTransform with default parameters, followed by dimensionality reduction (PCA,

principal component analysis) and UMAP embedding using Seurat. Cell clustering was further performed

using the FindNeighbors and FindClusters functions in Seurat. Cell populations were defined based on the

DEGs identified between clusters. Cells with ambiguous expression patterns were considered contami-

nants and were removed from this study. For identifying subpopulations of follicle granulosa cells, these

genes with high dispersion across all cells in the RD, Lep KO, Lepr KO and HFD mice were used as the fea-

tures for dimensionality reduction (PCA) and UMAP embedding by following the standard workflow in

Seurat.

Identification of differentially expressed genes and Gene Ontology analysis

The DEGs were identified using the function FindAllMarkers or FindMarkers in Seurat based on the natural

logarithmic scaled normalized counts (Stuart et al., 2019). Only genes with a natural logarithm-scaled fold

change greater than 0.25 and adjusted p-value less than 0.05 were considered as DEGs. The DEGs with

adjusted p-value less than 0.001 were used as the input for Gene Ontology analysis using the clusterProfiler

R package (v3.14.3) (Yu et al., 2012).

Gene set variation analysis

Gene set variation analysis (GSVA) were performed on the natural logarithm-scaled normalized counts

derived from single-cell RNA-seq data according to the recommended procedures. Gene sets for a specific

biological process or signaling pathway were retrieved from the KEGG pathway database. GSVA was per-

formed using the GSVA R package (v1.34.0) (Hanzelmann et al., 2013)

Constructing single-cell trajectory and pseudotime analysis

The Monocle2 R package (v2.14.0) was adopted for the single-cell trajectory and pseudotime analyses (Qiu

et al., 2017a, 2017b; Trapnell et al., 2014). The genes with high dispersion (dispersion_empirical>= 3 * dis-

persion_fit) across all cells in the RD, Lep KO, Lepr KO and HFD mice were identified and selected in

Monocle2 to construct the trajectory. Cell state identification and pseudotime inference were then per-

formed on the constructed trajectory. Genes with pseudo-temporal expression patterns were identified

by using function DifferentialGeneTest in Monocle2. And genes with qval< 0.001 were visualized using

Monocle2.

Calculating Pearson correlation for cells in different states

States and pseudotime for cells were identified and inferred in the pseudotime analysis as described

above. The log-transformed normalized gene expression levels were used for calculating. For calculating

Pearson correlation of cells in different state, cells in the indicated states were ranked by the value of pseu-

dotime. For State 1, the first 50 cells with lower value of pseudotime were selected, while for State 3, the last

50 cells with higher values were selected.

Calculation of ligand-receptor interactions among mouse ovarian follicle cells

The cell-cell communication mediated by ligand-receptor interactions was inferred from single-cell RNA-

seq data using CellPhoneDB (v2.14.0) with the default parameters (Efremova et al., 2020). The normalized

counts were used as input for CellPhoneDB.

Transcriptional regulatory network analysis

pySCENIC (v0.10.3) was adopted to investigate the alteration in the transcriptional regulatory network for a

specific cell type in RD versus the obese mice (Van de Sande et al., 2020). Briefly, the natural logarithm-

scaled normalized counts and list of known TFs for mice were used as inputs for network inference

(GRNBoost2), followed by candidate regulon generation (cisTarget). After the generation of candidate reg-

ulons, the activity score of the regulons in each cell was quantified using AUCell. The activity scores of reg-

ulons generated by cisTarget in RD, Lep KO, Lepr KO and HFDmice were averaged, scaled, and visualized

via heat map. The network of the regulon and its targets was visualized using Cytoscape (v3.8.0) (Shannon

et al., 2003). Only the connections of a specific regulon and its top 50 targets (ranked by interaction weight)

were retained.
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Statistical analyses

The experimental data were statistically analyzed using unpaired two-tailed t-tests in R to determine

whether the means of two groups were equal to each other. The single-cell RNA-seq data were statistically

analyzed using the Wilcoxon rank sum test in R. The Chi-squared test was performed in Figures 2E and 6C.

Asterisks indicate significance. *P <= 0.05, **P <= 0.01, ***P <= 0.001, ****P <= 0.0001, n.s. denotes for not

significant. The error bars in the figures show the mean G SEM. For box plots in figures, the 25th and 75th

percentiles are represented as the lower and upper boundaries of the box, respectively. The median is rep-

resented as the line inside the box. The ends of the whiskers represent the sum of the 75th percentiles and

1.53 IQR and the value of the 25th percentiles minus 1.53 IQR.
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